COMSTOCK CONDOMINIUMS HOA
"A Community that Cares"

2018 ANNUAL MEETING
REPORT TO THE MEMBERSHIP
ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY:
2017 was a relatively uneventful year for the association. Prices have increased, reflecting the overall
market. Our owner occupancy ratio has increased slightly to 56% owner occupied. The HOA obtained
FHA approval this year in the hopes of attracting more owner occupied buyers.
We maintain an association website where you will find our rules, copies of past newsletters, our
architectural alteration request form and a section for realtors. You can visit the site at
www.comstockhoa.org or email questions through the contact form on the site. The email address for
the association is office@comstockhoa.org.
TREASURER’S NOTES:
Condominium Financial Management maintains our financial records by the accrual method of
accounting as required by law. The Board is required to collect sufficient funds to cover both operating
and reserve expenditures.
There was an increase in assessments for 2019, only the fourth increase since 2009! It was
necessitated by the increased cost of roof replacement. After extensive search and multiple bids, the
board selected General Roofing as our contractor. Flat roofs will be replaced starting in 2019.
In 2017 we installed locks on the laundry room doors, repaired all the shed roofs, replaced both the roof
on the maintenance shed and the pump roof shed in the odd side pool, replaced several sections of
mansard wood shake roofing, and cleaned and maintained the flat roofs This work totaled nearly
$30,000.
We inspected all of our sewer lines and replaced one collapsed sewer pipe in the 2036 court for a total
of $20,360. We also did nearly $20,000 of dry rot building repairs, replaced the trellis at the even side
pool ($5,000), installed locks on laundry room doors ($6,700), replaced utility room doors ($6,000) and
repainted all the SW facing trim which had faded badly .
Despite all of this, we ended the year with our reserves fully funded, no special assessments and all
planned and emergency maintenance completed.
The 2017 Annual Review has been completed by Levy and Associates and will be mailed with the
Annual Meeting Minutes.
RESERVE STUDY UPDATE:
By law, the association is required to accumulate funds to pay for the upcoming repair and replacement
of our common area components and to conduct a physical inspection of all components every 3 years.
This inspection and subsequent reserve study was prepared by Barrera and Company in 2015. An
updated list of components, their life and replacement cost, along with the long term funding plan, was
part of your 2018 budget package.
Projecting expenses in this manner allows the Board to monitor actual versus projected costs and to
project fund expenses and resulting balances through the year 2050. This ensures that adequate

funds will be available to meet all future repair and replacement needs. The Reserves also contain the
funds for capital improvements in landscape, tree replacement and other critical common area
components. We believe current reserve funding is sufficient to avoid future special assessments and
that our operating budget will be affected only by those fluctuating operating expenses out of our
control (water, gas, waste disposal, etc.).
Upcoming Projects:
In 2018, the 2039-2045 court is scheduled for asphalt slurry sealing and restriping and siding/fascia’s
will be inspected for dry rot and repairs.
Insurance and Maintenance Notes:
Our hazard deductible is currently $5,000 per incident. Insurance primarily covers the buildings for fire
and the common area for liability. The HOA carries no earthquake insurance.
Unless a pipe bursts, there is NO coverage for water intrusion from leaking roofs, from overflowing
toilets, or wind blown rain. We urge homeowners to carry their own insurance that covers damage from
these kinds of problems in addition to their personal items and “loss assessment” coverage that will
help cover the deductible in the event of a large scale loss.
In Comstock, “exclusive use” includes plumbing problems that affect only your unit – i.e., a leaking
overflow valve on your tub, a leaking cartridge inside the lever of your shower, leaking toilets (wax seals
or lines), etc. In the event of a toilet or sink overflow, you are responsible for the collateral damage to
flooring and walls, even if the problem was a clog in the common line. We cannot afford to budget to
take care of every homeowners “normal maintenance”. “Exclusive use” also includes replacing your
own windows, front and shed doors. These items are not in our reserve budget or our reserve funding
requirement would be much higher than it is.
Dry rot continues to be one of our most insidious and difficult issues to address. It shows up in places
that aren’t visible in normal inspections so we are dependent on homeowners to communicate
problems which we address as quickly as possible. If you see a problem, whether it is dry rot or termite
related, please let the office know so we can investigate.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
As always, we would like to acknowledge those folks who have contributed so much to helping us
maintain and improve our community.
Condominium Financial Management has been providing service to the HOA since 1980 when the
property converted to condominiums. They mail the monthly invoices and newsletter to owners,
coordinate delinquent charges and send letters as required by our delinquency policy. They also
provide the board with a detailed monthly financial report tracking our income and expenses via the
accrual method.
Gayle Hasley begins her 29th year as our community association manager. The benefits of having both
a resident as manager and one who is professionally qualified and experienced as Gayle is has
benefitted our community greatly.
Johnny Ghanaat is celebrating 31 years of serving our community in the role of performing janitorial
duties including cleaning foyers and monitoring the pool during the summer. He is also an owner here
at Comstock, has our best interests at heart and is always willing to lend a hand when needed.
General contracting/handyman services have been handled by Levi Wann, Wann and Only Remodel
and crew Jeff and Gio. We are very grateful for their always prompt and considerate service response.
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The Landscape Company started in 1987. They continue to show that they have our best interests at
heart and are always on top of emergencies and maintenance issues alike.
We also appreciate our waste manager and recycler, Wastexperts. Their 3 times weekly visits have
greatly improved the appearance of our dumpster areas, reduced our waste management budget
significantly, and helped increase our recycling efforts.
We believe it is this kind of stability and commitment in our management and maintenance team that
has given Comstock the good name and resale values that we enjoy today. Thanks to each of you
from all of us!
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